Chevrolet suburban 1997

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. This Chevrolet Suburban has a tough
exterior complemented by a well-designed interior that offers all the comforts you crave. One of
the best things about this Chevrolet Suburban is that it has low, low mileage. It's ready for you
to truly break it in. There are many vehicles on the market but if you are looking for a vehicle
that will perform as good as it looks then this Chevrolet Suburban is the one! Clean vehicle
history report. This vehicle has passed a safety inspection.. Low Financing Available! Contact
dealer for more information Se Habla Espan ol. Clean Local Trade! Extended warranties are
available to guarantee you ride smart in your new vehicle. Our Inventory changes weekly, call
us at to make an appointment for a test drive. We sell and service all makes and models and
have over vehicles in inventory. Our employees are friendly and have the experience to make
your shopping experience comfortable and enjoyable. Start by filling out a credit application at
For more pictures and a video on every vehicle in our inventory please visit our website, That
means we put our customers first, before everything else. Call us today for all automotive
needs. We believe that everyone deserves to drive a newer, nicer car today. Blue Chevrolet
Suburban Cheyenne 5. Recent Arrival! For over 40 years Mr Ellis has been serving the Atlanta
Area. Every used vehicle sold by Jim Ellis is fully inspected and comes with a full detail and
tank of fuel. Founded in our mission statement is still the same-Doing what's right, every
time-Creating an exceptional place to work, everyday-Excellence in everything we doGet in
touch with our team - Welcome to Shea Automotive! Stop on in or call to schedule a test drive!
Good credit, or bad credit, we are able to offer rates as low as 3. Come to the Sherman Oaks
region and consult with us about selling your car. Our low overhead allows us to offer you more
money. If you are in need of returning a lease, come to our dealership and we may even be able
to buy out your lease return and save you penalty fees, especially if you are over your mileage
limit or have a minor damage on your car! Call or visit our Pre-owned Car Dealership today!
Above average condition for year. Well maintained by previous owner. These vehicle in this
condition are very hard to find. Recenlty fully serviced. ROOM for 8!! We offer low interest rate
financing, low down payments and the highest trade allowances in the state! Here at McCloskey
we do things a bit differently, we shop our competition every day to ensure a great value to you.
Come on down and experience it for yourself. Call Great price! Full size SUV with room for your
whole family. V8, 3rd row seating and more. Please contact our internet sales department at So
that we can offer you the best pre-owned vehicle that money can buy. A-1 Auto Wholesale is
known for having the best quality vehicles for the Best Prices in town! A-1 Auto wholesale
strives on passing down great prices to our customers. A business committed to treating our
customers with care they deserve! Call us today at to schedule a test drive! Gary Russ
Chevrolet-Cadillac, for the hassle-free and professional buying experience you deserve. No
Fuss with Russ. You'll love getting behind the wheel of this Chevrolet Suburban LS, which is
complete with amenities such as a rear air conditioning, a leather interior, the Homelink system,
and anti-lock brakes. It comes with a 8 Cylinder engine. You can trust this SUV because it has a
crash test rating of 4 out of 5 stars! Keep the tunes going with features like CD player. Save time
with the Homelink system. Call today to take this vehicle for a spin! We'll buy your vehicle even
if you don't buy ours. Our quick no haggle experience allows you to buy easier and faster. Due
to our current high volume sales our inventory changes quickly and frequently. Please contact
us to make sure the vehicle you are interested in is still available. Our Internet pricing is based
on cash sale purchases. Financing is available on select inventory depending on year miles and
individual credit score acceptable to third party lenders. Visit Car Sales Express online at
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 3, Cylinders 8 cylinders 3, Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No
accidents. New Listing. Close Moss Bros. Not provided. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I have carried two families of 8 4 car seats and 4 adults. I
have hauled 1, lbs of equipment with space to spare. Fantastic comfort for long drives, 3 leather
rows. Over my 20k miles I have averaged Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Contact us today for
more information, or fill out our Online Credit Application to begin the pre-approval process
today. If you are interested in one of our vehicles and have a question on available warranties,
please contact Dan Rado Terms of Sale Overview Notice to Bidders: All of the vehicles we list
on eBay are for sale locally. We reserve the right to end an auction early. Please call to make
arrangements for payment. Please contact seller first for vehicle availability. Although every
effort is made to present accurate and reliable information, use of this information is voluntary,
and should only be deemed reliable after an independent review of its accuracy, completeness,
and timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of the customer to verify the existence of options,
accessories and the vehicle condition before time of sale. Any and all differences must be

addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or implied warranties, including the availability or
condition of the equipment listed is made. EPA mileage estimates for comparison purposes
only. Actual mileage may vary depending on driving conditions, driving habits, and vehicle
maintenance. International Car Center. Directions To Dealer. Request More Info. Credit
Application. We also make concessions for all of our veterans. Some of our used vehicles may
be subject to unrepaired safety recalls. Gas Mileage 12 City. Actual rating will vary with options,
driving conditions, habits and vehicle condition. Your browser does not support HTML5 video.
Again : Electronic First Gear Ratio :1 : 3. Service History , Miles. As-Is - Not covered by a
warranty. Contact seller for details. Buyer Resources. Financing Information. Warranty
Information. Terms of Sale Overview. Notice to Bidders: All of the vehicles we list on eBay are
for sale locally. Payment Types: Cash in person, Certified Funds, Institutional Financing All
sales transactions must be completed within 7 calendar days of auction close. It is the
customer's sole responsibility to verify the existence and condition of any equipment listed.
Neither the dealership nor eBizAutos is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. It is
the customer's sole responsibility to verify the accuracy of the prices with the dealer, including
the pricing for all added accessories. Victory Red. Gray Cloth. The name started in for the U. It
has traditionally been one of General Motors' most profitable vehicles. It now comes with three
engine options: a 5. It was also briefly marketed as a Holden. Cadillac offers a version called the
Escalade ESV. A iSeeCars. The Westchester Suburban name was, in fact, a trademark of U.
Body and Forging Co. Chevrolet began production of its all-steel "carryall-suburban" in These
vehicles were also known as the "Suburban Carryall" until GM shortened the name to simply
"Suburban". GMC's equivalent to the Chevrolet model was originally named "Suburban" as well,
until being rebranded as "Yukon XL" for the model year. With the end of production of the
Dodge Town Wagon in and the Plymouth Fury Suburban station wagon in , only General Motors
continued to manufacture a vehicle branded as a "Suburban", and GM was awarded an
exclusive trademark on the name in The Suburban of today is a full-size SUV upgraded to
extended length from onward to make room for the then-new K5 Blazer that debuted in with
three rows of seating, a full pickup truck frame, and V8 engine. It is one of the few station
wagons available with all bench rows. The extra length provides a full-sized cargo area behind
the 9 passenger seating area. It would return as an exclusive to rental, fleet, and government
services with the eleventh generation starting with the model year with a 4WD LS and LT trim
option, but soft sales would result in Chevrolet discontinuing production on this feature in In
recent years, the Suburban has been used as a police truck , fire chief's vehicle , or EMS
vehicle. Suburbans are also used as limousines. Gothic black Suburban vehicles are commonly
used by federal intelligence services, such as Secret Service for example. Secret Service
operates fully armored versions of the Suburban for the President of the United States when he
attends less formal engagements. Sales were low and GM withdrew the model in from Holden's
lineup. In , the Suburban commemorated its 80th anniversary at General Motors Arlington
Assembly Plant where the 10 millionth Suburban was produced. In a February 26, article
celebrating the vehicle's 83rd year, Car and Driver notes that the Suburban's longevity is due to
being one of GM's best selling brands, its appeal to customers across the board regardless of
race, gender, class, or political affiliation, and a unique loyalty to the SUV. And they love their
Suburbans. On December 5, , The Chevrolet Suburban became the first vehicle to be awarded a
star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame by the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce for its excellence
in film and television, having appeared in more than 1, films and television series since , and
can also claim to have appeared in at least one television series every year since , and at least
one film every year since , the most ever for an automobile of any type. The star, placed at the
corner of Hollywood Boulevard and Highland Avenue, will also carry the Chevrolet "Bowtie"
symbol instead of the entertainment symbols film, stage, television, radio, musical instruments,
and recording artist , another first for the Walk of Fame. There have been a total of twelve
generations of Chevrolet Suburbans since its debut, the latest due to go on sale in spring as a
model. Much of the body was constructed from wood and could seat up to eight occupants. The
actual first-generation model was offered by Chevrolet as a "Carryall Suburban" â€” a tough,
no-nonsense load carrier featuring a station wagon body on the chassis of a small truck.
Focused on functionality, the concept was literally to "carry all": the whole family and their gear
were to find sufficient space in one truck. Seating for up to eight occupants was available, with
three in the front row, two in the middle row, and three in the rear row. Suburbans were built in
model years , , and It was also produced during the war as a military transport vehicle. Models
with rear panel doors were designated "," while those with tailgates were designated " The GMC
version was equipped with a cubic-inch 6-cylinder engine. It shared much of its mechanicals
with the AK Series trucks. This model generation was based on the Chevrolet Advance Design
series of pickups. Beginning in , the Hydra-Matic 4-speed automatic transmission was available

in GMC models and in the model year Chevrolet Suburbans. This was the last series to feature "
Canopy express " models. The design of the Suburban would inspire the design of the
Chevrolet HHR over half a century later. All Chevrolet and GMC truck models received new
styling that included a flatter hood, front fenders flush with the body, and a trapezoid grill.
Engines included I-6 and the small-block V8s. Chevrolet used its V8 engine, later evolving it to a
cubic-inch version. GMC based their V8 on a Pontiac design. Standard Suburban model
numbers continued from the previous series, but the introduction of four-wheel-drive models in
added the numbers "" for 4WD Suburbans with panel doors, and "" for 4WD Suburbans with
tailgates. Although not documented due to a fire that destroyed the records, the production of
Suburban Pickups is understood to be or fewer each model year it was offered from â€” The
styling of the â€” model year took cues from the late s Chevrolet vehicles and had large oval
ports above the grille. Front independent suspension was new for From onwards, the hood
styling was more conservative, with hoods that eliminated the large ports. In , the front glass
area was updated to a flatter windshield and larger door glass. This model series introduced a
factory-equipped 4WD "K" option for the first time. The 2WD "C" models introduced a torsion
bar -based independent front suspension and trailing arm and coil spring rear, but by , returned
to a more conventional coil-spring approach. Engine options included I-6 and small-block V8s.
This was actually from GMCs medium-duty truck line. It featured high torque but was also
notable for poor fuel economy. Transmissions were a 3-speed and 4-speed manual, the
automatic Powerglide, and the dual-range Hydramatic in the GMC models. A passenger
conversion was done by Stageway of Fort Smith, Ark. The 6th generation Suburbans featured a
single driver-side door and two passenger-side doors, and were available in both 2WD and 4WD
models. For the first time, a three-quarter-ton version was available. It also became a larger size
vehicle as well with the introduction of the K5 Blazer that debuted in for the model year. The
Comfort-Tilt steering wheel became optional in This generation of Suburban coincided with the
rapid growth of the recreational vehicle market. While only about 6, Suburbans were produced
in , by that number had grown to some 27, In , Chevrolet in Brazil introduced a 5-door version of
the Suburban called C known as Veraneio from onwards, which is Portuguese for
"summertime". It was based on the contemporary Brazilian Chevrolet C It was initially powered
with a Chevrolet 4. Later it used the CID 4. The Brazilian version of the Suburban was also
converted to the current generation at the time and lasted until , was called the Grand Blazer, a
successor to the Veraneio. The 4. It also cited the vehicle's design as "baroque" and summed it
up as "a s Brazilian crossover. Suburbans for model year [36] now had two doors on each side
the previous generation had just one door on the driver's side , front-and-rear air conditioning ,
a baggage rack, a heater under the third seat and step-plates for easier access. The V8 was
dropped for , supplanted by the and small block V8's in The was dropped after , leaving the as
the only available engine in K-series Suburbans as the was not yet offered in 4x4's. In a new 6.
Except for the discontinuation of the V8 in , the engine line-up continued mostly unchanged,
with the , , and 6. Three-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic and automatic transmissions were available,
and the four-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic R4 was introduced in and was available with the small
block and 6. Towing packages, with lower axle ratio and heavy-duty cooling additions, were
optional. Trim options included base Scottsdale level and upgraded Silverado versions. An
optional 3rd-row bench seat allowed for nine-passenger configurations. A rear heating system
was optional. For model year , automatic locking front hubs were added for shift-on-the-move
four-wheel drive models, and the NP transfer case replaced the NP in most models. For ,
asbestos was removed from rear brakes. For , a new grille was used. For model year , the
method of fuel delivery for the engines was switched from carburetors to electronic fuel
injection. However, for the cubic inch or 7. Suburban gained rear-wheel anti-lock braking
system ABS for the model year. A heavy-duty four-speed automatic transmission, the 4LE was
added for The similar pickup truck models had switched to the newer platforms in the model
year. Both 2WD and 4WD models, designated "C" and "K", were offered, as well as half-ton and
three-quarter-ton "" and "" models. The base engine for all variants was the small-block 5. The
big-block 7. The optional 6. The 6. Ground clearance was 6. Transmissions included the 4L60
four-speed automatic in the series, and the heavier duty 4L80 four-speed automatic in the series
and the series fitted with the 6. The manual transmission option from the previous generation
was dropped. The GMT series introduced independent front suspension. The 2WD models used
coil springs and 4WD models used torsion bars in the front suspension. All models used a live
axle and leaf springs in the rear. Top speed of a Suburban is governed on the engine for
economy. Trim options included a base-level version, the LS, and the LT. Interior seating
arrangements allowed for either bucket or bench seating in the first row and optional third-row
bench. The vehicle could be configured from two- to nine-passenger seating. Over the model's
lifetime there were three trim levels: a base model, the LS and the LT. Not to be confused with

the trim variants is the model code, designated K8. The Holden's interior differed from that of
the American version, whereby the dashboard of the Chevrolet Blazer was used instead.
However, it had to be stretched on the passenger left side to fit in the larger Suburban. A bench
seat came standard on the entry-level variant as well as the LS, but the more expensive LT
received bucket seats. With the omission of the center seat, the LT has a maximum seating
capacity of eight, compared to nine. Creature comforts standard in all models included a LCD
compass in the rear-view mirror , a tilt adjustable steering wheel , a driver's airbag , ABS brakes
, and dual-zone air conditioning. To further up the ante, the LT gained electric front seats,
leather trim, and a horizontally slated, two-part tailgate. This came as opposed to the "barn
doors" found on the other specifications. The Suburban was offered with the choice of either a
5. Regardless of the engine specified, the truck was equipped with a four-speed automatic
transmission. However, what differed was the type of transmission. The vehicle's fuel efficiency
has been rated at To combat the extra payload and towing capacity of the diesel, an improved
braking package, as well as super heavy duty axles and suspension were fitted. Unlike the
Suburbans, these vehicles were not available to the general public, nor did they bear Holden
badging. They also were not built as right-hand-drives from the factory like the Suburban was;
the same company that handled the ambulance conversion Jakab Ambulance in Tamworth also
switched the steering to the other side. Optional was a pushbutton 4WD with a low-range
transfer case. A tow hitch with a trailer wiring plug was optional. For , Chevrolet's long-serving
5. New engines were Vortec 5. This rebranding continues to the present day. The shorter "
wheelbase became the Yukon and the full-length " wheelbase became the Yukon XL. For , the 6.
The new Vortec 8. Quadrasteer four-wheel steering was added as an option on models only.
Base models were discontinued, leaving LS and LT. The Vortec L59 variant in the series added
flex-fuel capability. For , all GM full-size trucks received an upgraded interior, with better-quality
materials and other enhancements. Adjustable pedals were added as an option, and the
instrument cluster-mounted Driver Information Center was improved and monitored up to 34
vehicle functions. A Panasonic DVD system was added as an option. GM's Stabilitrak system
was added, and Quadrasteer became available on series Suburbans. For , series Suburbans
received the Hydroboost braking system that was previously introduced in the series. The
Mexican-market Suburban received a front end update this year, matching that of the Silverado.
The model year saw the long-standard side-hinged panel doors discontinued in favor of the
formerly optional liftgate. All engines switched to an all-electric cooling system to reduce power
loss and fuel consumption. OnStar also became standard across the board. The catalytic
converters were relocated closer to the engine. The XM radio antenna and the OnStar antenna
were combined into a single unit. The new models were redesigned with more modern, less
boxy styling, [56] already seen on the previously released Tahoes and Yukons. The exterior
features a more aerodynamic shape, made partly by a steeply raked windshield angle. The
interior has a redesigned dashboard and improved seats. LT2 and LT3 models have leather
seating and available 6-, 7-, and 8-passenger seating. All Mexican-built Suburbans including the
9-seat models offer the special two-tone leather seating used by the Z For the model year, in
which U. Additionally, radios that are standard in all trims got a USB port, allowing for music to
be played from auxiliary devices through the radio, as well as charging other small electronics.
Minor front end changes including a slightly raised front bumper and side torso airbags were
also made standard for Chevrolet says that the anniversary edition will be limited to 2, units
because of the amount of white diamond paint GM can procure. The 5. The 8. In addition, the
trailering package will feature the trailer brake controller as a standard on all trims. For the
model year, trailer sway control and Hill Start Assist become standard on all trims, while the
LTZ trim added a heated steering wheel and Side Blind Zone Alert as a standard. Also new is
Powertrain Grade Braking, normal mode. The model arrived at Chevrolet dealers in June For the
model year, power-adjustable pedals, remote vehicle starter system, and rear parking assist
along with rear vision camera and inside mirror with camera display became standard on the
Suburban LS trims. Concord Metallic which was supposed to be available for the MY was added
to the Suburban color offerings for the models. The towing capacity of the Suburban was
unmatched, but also uncontested due to the discontinuation of the Ford Excursion in The
Suburban was originally sourced from Silao, Mexico from to but was moved to the Arlington,
Texas assembly plant for the model year, where production of all GM fullsize SUVs was
consolidated after the closing of the Janesville plant. The designs and concepts were created
by GM's exterior design manager Chip Thole before his transfer to GM's Buick design studio in ,
who told Truck Trend "I start with what intuition tells me about the market and get the team
going on that. You look at trends around the industry â€” fashion, culture, what people are
buying, what they say they want now â€” and project that into the future. The fun part is putting
those ideas to paper and going from there. Production on the Suburban and Tahoe began in

December with the first completed SUVs being used for testing purposes. This now includes
inlaid doors that tuck into the door sills, instead of over them, improving aerodynamics, fuel
economy, and lessens interior noise. The hoods and liftgate panels are made of aluminum to
reduce vehicle weight, and the wiper blades that were located on the liftgate door were moved
to the rear spoiler located on the top of the rear liftgate window. Also noticeable is the SUV's
length, which expands from A more efficient, direct-injected EcoTec3 V8 powertrain 5. Like the
â€”14 version, both the Suburban and Yukon XL do not share a single piece of sheet metal or
lighting element with the brands' full-size pick-up trucks GMC Sierra and Chevy Silverado , and
the front grilles of both vehicles are slightly altered to give it their own identity. The front
headlights feature projector-beam headlamps that flank the Chevrolet-signature dual-port grille
â€” chrome on all models, sweeping into the front fenders, while the Tahoe, Suburban LTZ,
Yukon, and Yukon XL Denali trims feature projector-beam high-intensity discharge headlamps
and light-emitting diode daytime running lamps. The improved safety features included a degree
radar detection for crash avoidance and occupant protection and a high-tech anti-theft system
that now includes vertical and interior sensors, in-glass and window breaking, a triggering
alarm, and a shutdown device that prevents the vehicle from moving. The latter is expected to
address the issues regarding the constant thefts of the vehicles, especially with the previous
generation's removable seats and items left in the cargo space, which has become a target for
carjackers who see the third-row seats as valuable on the black market. Also new are the
addition of fold-flat second and third-row seats replacing the aforementioned removable third
seats , which is now a standard feature but can be equipped with an optional power-folding
feature for the upgraded trims, and an additional two inches of legroom for second-row
passengers. HD radio became a standard feature on all trims. Multiple USB ports and power
outlets are now spread throughout their interiors, including one volt, three-prong outlet on both
Suburban and Yukon XL, with the Suburban adding an available eight-inch color touch screen
radio with next-generation MyLink connectivity along with an available rear-seat entertainment
system with dual screens and Blu-ray DVD player, while the Yukon XL adds a standard
eight-inch-diagonal color touch screen radio with enhanced IntelliLink and available navigation.
The Yukon XL interior has more additional features that include seats stuffed with dual-firmness
foam, a standard Bose sound system and SD card slots, and laminated glass for the windshield
and front windows, decreasing interior noise. The Denali Yukon XLs comes equipped with
active noise-cancellation technology, with GM's third-generation magnetic ride control
suspension as a standard feature, which is only featured on the Suburban LTZ models, whose
upgraded features also includes a real-time damping system that delivers more precise body
motion control by "reading" the road every millisecond and changing damping in just five
milliseconds. The latter three will be the most expensive color trim options. The Suburban
received a new color palette, Brownstone Metallic , and added a hands-free power liftgate
feature that is standard on the LTZ but included on the LT with the optional Luxury Package.
The E85 capability feature is removed from retail orders. The Yukon XL's 6. For the model year
which commenced sales in July , the Chevrolet Suburban received more upgraded changes and
new features that included power-adjustable pedals, forward collision alert, IntelliBeam
headlamps, lane keep assist, and a safety alert seat as part of the newly introduced enhanced
driver alert package as an available option on the LS trim. A new liftgate shield was added to the
Theft Protection Package, along with the new lane keep assist which replaced the lane
departure warning. The capless fuel fill tanks became standard on all trims. The instrument
cluster was re-configured with a new multi-color enhancement and a heads-up display was
introduced as a standard only on the LTZ trim. However, only one of their phone brands at any
one time can be used, [] while the Android Auto option will only be available on LT and LTZ
trims featuring 8-inch screens. GM expanded newer 4G LTE features like detecting battery
failure and monitoring insurance discounts based on driver performance to model year
vehicles, including the Suburban, which GM cited as being the vehicle that is the most used
among data subscribers. The model year Chevrolet Suburban received upgraded changes after
it went on sale in August The LS trims also saw the badged "LS" lettering removed. The new
features include two new colors Blue Velvet Metallic and Pepperdust Metallic , two new inch
wheel options a 7-spoke Silver wheels with Chrome inserts for all trims; Ultra Bright machined
aluminum wheels with Bright Silver finish for Premier trim only , black roof rack cross rails as
part of the Texas Edition Package and All-Season Package , front active aero shutters all trims ,
and heated and vented seats Premier trim only. The model year Yukon XL also received similar
changes, but with a few exceptions. Two new colors, Dark Blue Sapphire Metallic and Mineral
Metallic were introduced, the latter exclusive to the Denali, which also added a new inch
ultra-bright aluminum wheels with midnight silver premium paint and a head-up display to its
features. The interior backlights changed from red to blue. The heated and vented driver and

front passenger seats are now standard on the SLT and Denali trims. The model year Suburban
had a few upgrades and deletions. The Yukon Denali XL received a new grille with a layered
appearance like the ones on its redesigned Acadia and Terrain brands, featuring
high-intensity-discharge headlights and LED daytime running lights. The refreshed design
provides better airflow to the radiator, and when less cooling air is needed, shutters behind the
grille close to improve aerodynamics and increase efficiency. The interior featured new ash
wood trim that GMC says gives the cabin a richer appearance. A new speed automatic
transmission was mated to its horsepower, 6. The Suburban will have both Havana Metallic and
Tungsten Metallic deleted in favor of a new Shadow Gray Metallic exterior color, while the top of
the line Premier will now have the name displayed on the tailgate. Consumer Reports added the
Suburban to their recommended list due to high owner satisfaction scores. The Suburban was
given a Hollywood Walk of Fame star on December 5, , one of two inanimate objects to be
awarded such Disneyland being the other , for its frequent appearances in film and television.
Because city regulations prohibit placing corporate names on public sidewalks including the
Walk of Fame, the star was instead placed in an area adjacent to the Walk of Fame. The eleventh
generation Suburban saw an increase in sales; April brought a The move also resulted in its
Arlington Assembly adding more hours and increasing its production from 48, SUVs to 60,
based on the expanding hours and added Saturday overtime shifts. The MY Suburban saw its
biggest sales increase in January , when it posted a They began entering dealerships in June
Based on the same GMT T1XX platform as the Silverado , the Suburban distinguished itself by
swapping that truck's live axle and leaf springs for an independent rear multilink suspension
setup with coil springs, thus lowering the floor of the vehicle and creating more room, in both
the cargo area and the second- and third-row seats. It gains 2. The towing capabilities were
increased with the twelfth generation models. Quad exhaust tailpipes are added to the vehicle,
giving it a more unique look, although this feature will only be standard on Premier and High
Country. This feature will not be offered on the LS, LT, Z71 and RST because of their
configuration as regular base, off-road, and street-centric level trims respectively, nor on all
trims with a Duramax option. Although it retained a boxy look, it added a more curvaceous
design with this change and adopted the same Chevrolet design language featuring the front
grille and distinct LED lighting that is also used on the Silverado, save for the black-grilled Z71
without the bumper and RST. The tailgate is more front and center, with the signature
"Suburban" name stretched across it. A combination of sheet metal and aluminum was used to
ensure a more lightweight vehicle. The dashboard and entertainment system have been fleshed
out, moving away from the traditional design. Newly updated features include a A new
push-button shifter column P, R, N, D is placed on the dashboard. Nine camera displays for
enhanced towing capabilities and a total of 30 additional safety features have been implemented
throughout the Suburban. An Air Ride Adaptive Suspension is standard on the higher trims,
likewise with an 8-inch driver screen. Another new feature, a power sliding console, will become
available later in late Summer or Fall The High Country Suburban will also have a Deluxe
package option with advance features that will be exclusive to this trim only. The Suburban will
also feature a Duramax diesel engine as an option available on all trims and packages except
for the Z71 [] for the first time, and so far the only brand outside its competitors to have this
option; a 3. The engine choices added up to improved fuel economy numbers, albeit with an
increased MPG for city and a decreased MPG for highway. Like the Suburban, the Yukon XL will
also feature an independent rear suspension, a 3. It also gains 4. The dashboard will have two
versions, one similar to the Suburban while a different one with a larger entertainment screen
will be exclusive to the Denali. The lineup of level trims also expanded as well, with the SLE,
SLT, and Denali now joined by the 4WD-exclusive AT4, the latter of which comes standard with
the Magnetic Ride Control electronically adaptive dampers, AT4-exclusive leather-appointed
seats, and stitching with a unique Jet Black interior color and Brandy accents, a heated steering
wheel, heated and ventilated front seats, heated second-row outboard seats, a two-speed
transfer case, inch Goodyear all-terrain tires, Traction Select System with off-road mode, hill
descent control, and skid plates. Each of the specialty versions were available at the LT and
Premier level trims. Both the Z71 and RST became the fourth and fifth level trims starting with
the twelfth generation Suburban for the model year, while the remaining continues as package
features. As with the previous Z71 Suburbans, this version continued to be offered in a 4WD LT
trim only, featuring a front skid plate, off-road tires mounted on inch wheels, a unique grille,
running boards, and "Z71" identification inside and out. Fog lamps, front tow hooks, and front
parking assist are also included. The Z71 package was modified again, as portions of the Z71
items added on the Texas Edition package as an optional feature by request from customers
was discontinued, making it a stand-alone package. The Z71 package was upgraded to a level
trim starting with the twelfth generation models. The Texas Edition Suburban, which became

part of the Texas Edition lineup along with the Tahoe and Silverado, was available in both LT
and LTZ trims for the model year, featuring a maximum trailering package, twenty-inch polished
aluminum wheels on LT models , twenty-two-inch premium painted aluminum wheels on LTZ
models , and an exclusive "Texas Edition" badge. The Suburban LT Signature Edition,
introduced in the model year, was an optional package trim, similar to the luxury package but
with less expensive features, available in the LT level trim only. This option was discontinued
after the model year but will be offered for the model year. This version became part of the
Signature Edition Suburban feature for the model year up until the model year. On August 13, ,
Chevrolet introduced a more upgraded version of the top of the line Premier level trim of the
Suburban, packaged as the Premier Plus, featuring a 6. The exterior features standard cross
rails, chrome power steps, and chrome exhaust tips. This feature was discontinued in the model
year. Originally at the time of the announcement, it was supposed to be available as an option
for the LT and Premier trims as a Performance Package that included a hp, 6. However, after the
press release Chevrolet confirmed that the RST Suburban would only be available as an
appearance package, as the 6. The packaged trim went on sale in July The RST package option
became a level trim with the twelfth generation Suburban for the model year. A HD Suburban
became available in as a model. However, this version, identified as a Class 3 vehicle around 10,
to 14, pound GVWR , is only available for sale to rental companies and commercial fleet entities
as a 4WD vehicle and will use the same design as the eleventh generation version, but uses a
different engine altogether. There is no 2WD or upgraded packages. This is
government-exclusive and available in 4WD LS and LT trims only, weighing around 11, pound
GVWR, inch machined aluminum wheels 8 lug , a high capacity air cleaner, amp alternator,
external engine oil cooler, and auxiliary transmission cooler. Although the vehicle has a high
GVWR, it is configured to provide a minimal towing capacity and is primarily intended for
conversion to an armored vehicle. The model year would be the last year for these two features,
as GM has decided not to carry them over to the twelfth generation models for the time being.
There was no diesel variant of the full-size SUVs for the model year versions. Afterwards,
Chevrolet made its parts available for order at Chevrolet Accessories. The rear windows are
removed. This partnership is a natural fit for me and this unique Suburban represents
everything I and my family want for our outdoor adventures. The Suburban is among the
selected vehicles that will be available with this option. The dashboard has additional controls
and dataplates. The truck also can be equipped with weapon supports in the cab, cargo
tie-down hooks, folding troop seats, pioneer tools, winches, and other military accessories. The
Enhanced Mobility Package EMP option adds an uprated suspension, 4-wheel anti-lock brakes,
a locking rear differential, beadlock tires, a tire pressure monitoring system, and other
upgrades. The first to sixth generations had panel truck models, the panel truck models were
replaced by the Chevrolet Greenbrier van , the Greenbrier van shared some of its components
and parts with the Chevrolet Apache , panel truck conversions of later generation Suburbans
are aftermarket conversions. The back doors of the Greenbier van were the ones from the Task
Force panel truck. The panel truck models were discontinued because the unibody-based vans
had become more popular than pickup truck-based vans. For the model year, the Suburban
received the U. Because of more stringent tests, and newer model ratings are not comparable to
â€” ratings. The NHTSA gave the models 4 stars overall in its review, similar to its review of its
models. However, all four including the Yukon XL got a Good rating for head protection in side
and seats and head restraints. However, â€”09 models without side airbags got a Poor rating.
Models with them received a Marginal rating. On March 28, , GM announced a recall on the
Suburban and Yukon XL in order to fix a "transmission oil cooler line that is not securely seated
in its fitting," causing the vehicle to stop and rupture the oil cooling line, resulting in the engine
to malfunction and catch fire immediately. On June 6, , GM issued another recall on the
Suburban and Yukon XL because their radio control modules may not work, and thus prevent
certain audible safety warnings. On December 5, , GM announced that it is replacing ignition key
units on the Suburban and Yukon XL after customers made complaints that the shift lever
strikes the head of the key if the tilt-adjustable steering column is in the fully up position. The
lever only can be moved out of "park" into a gear when the engine is running and the driver's
foot is on the brake. The push-button ignition features are not affected. On January 4, , GM
issued a recall on tenth-generation Suburbans and Yukon XLs from the and model years for a
potential ignition lock actuator issue, citing that they are not the right size and can cause the
ignition to get stuck in the "Start" position, and then either due to a jarring event or a "cool
interior temperature" the ignition could switch back to the "Accessory" position, resulting in a
loss of power assistance and prevent the airbags from deploying. GM is aware of this and has
moved to correct the situation and try to pinpoint the source, but assures the vehicles are safe
to drive. On May 3, , GM placed a recall on both model Suburbans and Yukon XLs over

inadequate welds on their upper front control arms, which could result in an accident or injury.
On February 4, , GM issued a recall of and Chevrolet Suburban HD models over an improperly
fixed right-hand rear-view outside mirror which GM says will be replaced for free. The recall
affected vehicles. GM discontinued tracking sales of the Yukon XL in and now includes them
with the sales of the Yukon. The sales on this chart reflect the number of Chevrolet Suburban
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Please call us at World Wide Shipping including Elyria, Ohio. Chevrolet SSR. See for yourself!
Chevrolet Master. C1 Chevrolet Corvette. Fabulous classic! GMC Suburban. Chevrolet
Fleetmaster. Stylish and classy, our classic! Plymouth Suburban. Chevrolet Bel Air. Chevrolet
Coupe. Thrilling classic! Chevrolet Suburban. Looking for the perfect classic or exotic car can
be complicated. At Gateway Classic Cars of we make it easy to find your dream car. Spanning
decades of automobile excellence, we have the car for you! Imagine the envy of your neighbors
when you pull up in a pristine Shelby Cobra. Contact us today to find out how easy it is to find
yourself behind the wheel. O'Fallon, IL. Showroom Inventory All Showrooms. Atlanta Chicago.
Dallas Denver. Detroit Ft. Houston Indianapolis. Kansas City Las Vegas. Louisville Milwaukee.
Nashville Orlando. Philadelphia Scottsdale. Louis Tampa. New Arrivals All Showrooms.
Recently Sold All Showrooms. My Recently Viewed. Contact A Showroom All Showrooms.
Things To Do Atlanta Chicago. Meet Our Staff Company Videos. Reviews Press Releases. About
Us. Partners Privacy Statement. Sellers Login My Vehicles. Our vehicles were viewed 9,, times
in Jan Previous Next. This truck is the one that everyone desires, many now young adults grew
up in one of these trucks, and regard it as their favorite suburban. The 5. This Suburban is in
very good condition for the vintage and arguably low miles she's seen, averaging miles per
year, this was someone's third car. The bones are here, and she can continue living life as a
blend-in, or, if you wanted to take her to the next level -it wouldn't take much. Get behind the
wheel of this truck and cruise anywhere you want to go. Gateway Classic Cars has not checked
the condition mechanical or structural , mileage or authenticity of this vehicle and is relying on
the information provided by the seller. Are you ready to sell your classic, exotic, or special
interest vehicle? Gateway Classic Cars is your premier consignment company! Selling your car
has never been easier thanks to Gateway Classic Cars. You retain ownership and title of the
vehicle until we sell it! Your vehicle receives a professional photo shoot of up to pictures and a
video presenting your vehicle plus a professional write-up and featured on our extended
advertising network. It is best practice to inquire about the advertised vehicle prior to
purchasing in order confirm that it was not already sold. In the event that a bidder has the
winning bid or finalizes the buy it now price, but did not check availability and the vehicle was
sold before a deposit and contracts were executed, then we are not liable nor responsible. The
purchaser is responsible for these charges. Visit eBay Store. Full size photos. White Chevrolet
Suburban 5. OD Available Now! Stock :. City 13 mpg. Actual mileage will vary with options,
driving conditions and driving habits. Vehicle Description. Vehicle Equipment. Factory Options
5. Vehicle Warranty. This Vehicle is owned by the Company, however, the Company is not
making any representations as to the condition, authenticity, mileage or originality of this
vehicle. The Company is not issuing any warranties, verbal or written and is n
2000 passat v6
2002 nissan xterra suspension lift kits
2004 dodge ram steering wheel
ot responsible for any omissions or errors in advertising. The Company is not a certified
mechanic or appraiser. About Gateway Classic Cars of Dallas. Contact us for more details.
Terms and Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call the dealer at General Terms.
Having a third party inspection and addressing any concerns is recommended prior to
purchase. It is the sole responsibility of the purchaser to verify all advertisements which shall
include but not limited to options, accessories, and vehicle condition before time of sale. Any
concerns will not be addressed post sale as the sale is final without cures or remedies. A
deposit is a commitment to purchase and is applied towards the purchase price. The
commitment to purchase is not contingent upon inspection, financing, or any other terms or
conditions. We require full payment within 7 days of offer acceptance, unless other
arrangements are agreed to in writing. PayPal and American Express is not accepted. Fees and
Taxes.

